This line graph tracks the day by day totals for accepted One-Stop early votes. The general trend is a steady increase throughout the early voting period with a spike on the last two early voting days before election day. One-stop early vote totals for both Saturdays and the first two Saturdays are much lower since not all counties participated on those days. Sunday early voting accounts for the lower participation rates among county Boards of Election.
This line graph tracks the day by day totals for accepted new registrations during the One-Stop early voting period. The general trend is a steady increase of new registrations throughout the early voting period with a spike on the last two early voting days before election day. One-Stop new registration totals for both Sundays and the first two Saturdays are much lower since not all counties participated on those days.
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Same Day Registration Turnout
This line graph tracks the day by day percentages for accepted new registrations during the One-Stop early voting period broken down by race. The general trend shows a slight decline in new registrations for White voters on Sundays, with weekend percentages being relatively consistent. African American voters showed relatively consistent new registration percentages throughout the entire early voting period with slight increases around the weekends.